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 RESEARCHES IN SYRIAN MYSTICISM
 MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES AND SPIRITUAL EXERCISES

 BY

 G. WIDENGREN

 i. In the beginning of the sixth century A. D. a vigorous Ori-
 genistic influence made itself felt among the monks in the Holy Land.
 The centre of the Origenistic movement was the so-called New Laura.
 This was the focal point of a very active Origenistic propaganda which
 spread in various directions and provoked serious conflicts in the
 Church. 1) Origenistic doctrine and practice gained a footing not only
 among the anchorites but also among the coenobites. They adopted
 especially Origen's doctrine of the genesis of the world, the pre-
 existence of the soul, and the ultimate apokatastasis of all things. The
 doctrine of the Origenistic movement was definitively condemned by
 the Council of Constantinople 553. The carrying out of the decree,
 however, met with strong resistance. The monks of the New Laura
 had tot be expelled with the aid of military power when they refused
 to submit to the decree. Their dispersion conceivably contributed to
 the dissemination of Oregenistic ideas, for we find such ideas re-
 appearing in Mesopotamia. Towards the end of the sixth century,
 during the reign of Xosrau II, Parwez (590-628), Nestorian "ortho-
 doxy" was disturbed by dissensions creating difficulties within the
 Nestorian church. Peace was menaced on the one hand by the Mesal-
 lians 2), on the other hand by the movement led by Henana of Adia-
 bane 3). This prominent teacher had studied in Nisibis the centre of
 that branch of Syrian theology which embraced the doctrines of Nesto-
 rius. When the so-called "School of the Persians" in Edessa was closed

 in 489 because it was one of the centres of Nestorian propaganda, the

 I) Cf. DIEKAMP, Die origenistischen Streitigkeiten im sechsten Jahrhundert,
 Miinster I899.

 2) Cf. D6RRIES, Symeon von Mesopotamien. Die Uberlieferung der Messal-
 lianischen ,,Makarios"-Schriften, Leipzig 1941; KMOSKO, Liber Graduum, Patrol.
 Syr. I 3, Paris 1926, Appendix I.

 3) Cf. BAUMSTARK, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, p. 127; LABOURT, Le
 christianisme dans l'empire Perse, Paris 1904, p. 215 f.
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 G. Widengren

 Nestorians had settled down in Persian territory, mainly in Nisibis.
 Henana had been exiled from Nisibis because of sympathies with the
 C h a 1 c e d o n e n s e and tendencies to accept the title of o-rO6xoq.
 After some time, however, he succeeded in returning, and in 572 he
 was appointed leader of the famous school of Nisibis. A great number
 of disciples gathered around his cathedra and were his faithful adhe-
 rents. Simon, the bishop of Nisibis, and the most prominent citizens
 of the town were his supporters and with their aid and King Xosrau's
 Henana was able to retain his post until his death in 6Io. In the long
 run, however, his views caused a serious split within the school. As a
 demonstration against his teachings 300 of his 800 pupils left Nisibis.
 Nevertheless the influence of Henana was so great - due to his
 position as the leading theologian of the Nestorian church, because
 of his rectorship of the school of Nisibis, and probably also because
 he was supported by the Persian government - that he would pro-
 bably have succeeded in establishing his theology as the ruling doctrine
 of the Christians in the Sassanian Empire, had not an energetic oppo-
 sition been directed against him. The Catholicos Sabrio6c (596-604) 4)
 came forward to oppose the factions of Henana at a synodal meeting
 in the year 596. The synod did not, however, expressly mention the
 name of Henana 5). As bishop of Nisibis, instead of Gabriel, the suc-
 cessor of Simon, the synod appointed an exegete, Grigor of Kaskar 6).
 The nobles of Nisibis, however, who were all adherents of Henana
 were firmly opposed to his election. The Persian government also took
 an active part in these dissensions, first imprisoning Grigor and then
 banishing him to the monastery of Sahd6st. Remarkably enough the
 Catholicos Sabrio6c intervened in favour of the adherents of Henana,

 threatening even to depose Grigor. He thus played a rather dubious
 r6le in his opposition to Henana. Other people were more unequivocal
 and energetic in their actions. The new Catholicos Grigor I (605-
 60819) 7) belonged to these people. At the synodal meeting which he
 summoned when he took up his duties he had the adherents of Henana
 condemned anew. After a few years however he died and then an

 4) Cf. LABOURT,OP. cit., p. 215. Synodicon orientale, ed. CHABOT, pp. 457-461,
 esp. p. 459.

 5) LABOURT, op. cit., p. 215.
 6) Cf. BAUMSTARK, op. cit., p. 128; LABOURT, op. cit., pp. 457-46I.
 7) Cf. BAUMSTARK, op. cit., p. 128; LABOURT, op. cit., p. 222; Synodicon orien-

 tale, p. 474 f.
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 interregnum followed lasting until the removal and death of Xosrau
 in 628. During this time the guidance of the Nestorian church was
 in the hands of Babai, called "the Great" 8). At a conference held by
 the m e t r o p o lit e s in the northern part of Mesopotamia, Babai
 was commissioned to inspect the monasteries. In order to fulfil this
 commission Babai travelled throughout the country, and, - as it is
 said - "as a successful worker and a vigorous warrior he served the
 Church and protected it until the murder of the impious King Xos-
 rau" 9). With great energy Babai took measures against all ,,heretical"
 movements and in this activity he found strong support also among
 the Christian dignitaries of the Persian court with whom he had inti-
 mate relations, especially the minister of finance, Yazdin, a very in-
 fluential personality 10).

 Thanks to Babai we know some details of the accusations levelled

 against Henana and his disciples. We do not take into consideration
 here his christological position but keep to his opinions on other theo-
 logical subjects. We find then, that he was accused of being a Chaldee,
 i.e. one who embraces a fatalistic philosophy of life. In all probability
 this accusation may only have in view his condemnation of the Pelagian
 sympathies found in the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia. Another
 possibility-though less probable-is that Henana might have been in-
 fluenced by Zervanite doctrines-at this time exercising a dominating
 influence in the Sassanian empire 11). Ienana was further accused by
 Babai of ascribing a decisive influence on the life of mankind to the
 stars. LABOURT has pointed out that this charge in itself implies nothing
 improbable, because Origin looked upon the stars as living and animate
 beings to whom he ascribed reasonable actions. If Henana already
 appears as an adherent of Origen in this respect, his Originistic
 opinions stand out still clearer in his denial of the bodily resurrection

 8) Cf. BAUMSTARK, op. cit., pp. 137-139; Historia monastica, ch. VII, XI,
 XXVII-XXX, XXXV; LABOURT, op. cit., passim, esp. pp. 229 ff.
 9) Cf. Historia monastica, I, p. 52; II, p. 92.
 io) Cf. Historia monastica, II. p. 8I n. 4; LABOURT, op. cit., p. 230 f.; for

 Yazdin also CHRISTENSEN, L'Iran sous les Sassanides, Copenhague I944, pp. 451 f.,
 490 f.

 II) Cf. LABOURT, op. cit., p. 279; on Zervanite conceptions cf. ZAEHNER, Zur-
 van. A Zoroastrian dilemma, Oxford 1935; WIDENGREN, Stand und Aufgaben der
 iranischen Religionsgeschichte, Leiden I955, Pp. 2 /7,/I4/, /IO2/ ff. (or Numen I,
 pp. 21, 28, II, pp. 78 ff.).
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 and his vindication of a salvation only of the spiritual element. Ac-
 cording to him there will be neither judgement nor punishment. Ul-
 timately all human beings will participate in the nature of God 12).

 All these opinions we know to be central ideas in the system of
 Origen. Further, it is worth noting that Henana, being a distinguished
 theological teacher, obviously had a taste for the more speculative
 aspects of Origen's theology, aspects not likely to meet with much
 understanding among uneducated monks and ascetics. The theologian,
 building up his system and for that reason interested in metaphysics
 reproduces above all Origen's metaphysics, whereas the monastic
 mystic keeps to his ethics or rather to the directoriurn spirituale the
 general lines of which we are able to trace back to the great Alexan-
 drian theologian.

 The disciples whom Henana had succeeded in winning over to his
 own doctrines were faithful to the opinions of their master in spite of
 all persecutions inter alia from the Catholicos i6syab III. (650-657) 13).
 The heritage from Origen was not so easily annihilated. It is found in
 the authors of quite a series of ascetic-mystic writings. 14) Joseph Haz-
 zaya 'the Visionary' (7th Cent.) is to be mentioned in first place 15).
 It is possible that he received this name because he based his teachings
 on a vision of God seen with his own eyes. Among his opinions held
 to be heretical was also his doctrine about the pre-existence of the soul,

 and his contention that oral prayer was superfluous in the highest stage
 of perfection 16).

 Further belongs to this movement Yohanan de Dalyatha, indirectly

 12) Cf. LABOURT, op. cit., p. 279 f.; Synodicon orientale, pp. 626 ff.; BEDJAN,
 Histoire de Mar Jaballaha, 2:nd ed. Paris 1895, pp. 416 ff.; GUIDI, Un nuovo
 testo siriaco, p. i6 f; N6LDEKE, SBWA 1893, p. I9 f. On the denial of the bodily
 resurrection cf. Babai, De Unione, CSCO, scr. syr. II, T: 79-80, ch. XIX
 pp. I8I ff. esp. pp. I8I: II; 183: 8, 12; I86: 17; 195: i8 ff. A short survey of
 IHenana's "heretical" opinions is given by HOFFMANN, Auszigec aus syrischen
 Akten persischer Mdrtyrer, Leipzig I880, p. 102.

 13) Cf. LABOURT, De Timotheo I Nestorianorum patriarcha, Paris 1904, p. 19:
 "disceptationibus Henanensiumn... finem imponere nequiverat Isobabh III Adiaye-
 nus quamvis violentissimum in adversarios impetum fecisset."

 14) Cf. BAUMSTARK, op. cit., p. 220.
 I5) Cf. op. cit., p. 222 f.
 16) Cf. LABOURT, op. cit., p. 21; Angelicum VI/I929, pp. 143-206 where new

 material is to be found on p. 15I no. XI; p. I6I no. XXVI; p. I65 no. XXXI;
 p. 191 no. LIV; p. 192 no. LVI; Woodbrooke Studies VII, pp. I45-I85.
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 a disciple of Joseph Hazzaya's (lived about 690). He was held in high
 esteem by later generations in the Nestorian church17). His literary
 remains are partly preserved in manuscripts of which part only has
 been published 18).

 The writings of both Joseph and Yohanan were declared heretical
 at several synodal meetings 19). The Catholicos Timotheos I. (780-
 823), especially, was energetic in his measures against them. From the
 accusations levelled against them it is sufficiently clear that they must
 have been the heirs of Henana and by implication therefore heirs of
 Origen. Most important and significant is the doctrine of the pre-
 existence of the soul. In this connection it is also worth noting that
 they are accused of being indifferent to sacraments and too fond of
 solitude 20). It is quite obvious in this case that we are dealing with
 an ascetic-mystic movement, indifferent or even hostile to cult.

 It is interesting to see that even the strong measures of Timotheos I
 didn't bring any lasting results. LABOURT says indeed: ,,Re quidem
 vera, libros quos damnavit, quantum novimus, soli monophysitae ser-
 vaverunt conscripseruntque denuo, sed Joannem Daliathensem eiusque
 sodales paucis annis postquam Timotheus e vita decessit, Thomas
 Margensis, quamvis orthodoxus, ut sanctos viros miraculorumque
 patratores summa veneratione prosequebatur ... Nestorius Nuhadrensis
 vitam Josephi Hazzayae scripsit. Isodenah Basrensis in Libro Castitatis
 illum episcopum praedicat, quem a Catholico invidentiae causa dam-
 natum esse opinatur" 21).

 Thus this ascetic-mystic movement survived within both Nestorian
 and Monophysite forms of Syrian Christianity, exercising a wide-
 spread influence as is shown by the many translations of the writings
 of the leading personalities 22).

 17) Cf. Historia monastica, II, ch. XXIII-XXV; Le livre de la chastete, ed.
 CHABOT, no. 126.

 I8) Cf. Woodbrooke Studies VII, pp. I45-I85.
 I9) Cf. LABOURT, op. cit., p. 20. On the synod in the year 790, cf. Synodicon

 orientale, pp. 604 ff.
 20) Cf. LABOURT, op. cit., 20 f. This holds true especially of Joseph Hazzaya,

 ASSEMANI, Bibliotheca Orientalis, III, p. Ioo.
 21) LABOURT, op. cit., p. 25; cf. Le livre de la chastete, p. 277 no. 125 and Syriac

 text p. 66.
 22) Cf. BAUMSTARK, op. cit., under the names of the various authors.
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 Turning from the eastern part of the Syriac-speaking Christianity to
 the western part, Palestine and Syria, we will now mention the activi-
 ties of a famous monk and mystic, Stephen bar Sudaile, known for his
 teachings which in the eyes of leading churchmen of his time seemed
 highly extravagant.

 Stephen flourished about 500 A. D. 23). He had lived in Edessa but
 later took up his abode in or near Jerusalem in a monastery. It is said
 that Stephen during his stay in Edessa already began to display ,,here-
 tical" opinions and for this reason was forced to leave that city, and
 go to Palestine. He probably lived there between the years 509 and
 512 24). However, he still kept in touch with Edessa for he had left
 disciples there. According to a note preserved by Bar Hebraeus, Ste-
 phen is said to have been living in Edessa about the year 542 25). He
 might then have found the situation in Palestine impossible, prefering
 to return to Edessa.

 The system of Stephen bar Sudaile, to judge from the excerpts and
 summaries of his teachings as they are known to us, shows the follow-
 ing rather well-known characteristics:
 The world is tripartite. Above the Godhead, below it the sphere of

 heavenly beings and spirits, and at the bottom the material world. This
 conception - which is the prevailing one in antiquity - was also
 shared by Origen.

 God is uniform and for this reason unable to bring forth anything
 not uniform. As uniform and unchangeable the Godhead is elevated
 above all movement and change 26). This is the same notion as found
 in Origen who had presumably adopted this idea from Platonic doc-
 trines.

 According to Stephen all movement proceeded from the Universal
 Being, which in its turn derived from the undifferentiated Godhead,
 which is called the First Good 27).

 According to Origen the Godhead is above all Goodness. All activity
 proper is developed by the Logos who in his turn has proceeded from

 23) For the meagre data of his life cf. above all FROHTINGHAM, Stephen Bar
 Sudaili the Syrian Mystic and the Book of Hierotheos, Leiden I886, p. 28 ff.

 24) Cf. the arguments adduced by FROTHINGHAM ib.
 25) Cf. FROTHINGHAM. op. cit., p. 44.
 26) ib. p. 93.
 27) ib. p. 95: Dusia de gawwa and tabeta qadmaitd or resJ_t tabuta.
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 the Father. The notion of movement is found in Origen's system but
 the term itself is borrowed from Euagrius.

 As already indicated, Stephen places the spiritual world, the sphere
 occupied by all the spirits, below the divine sphere. From the outset
 these powers were found in the second divine principle, 3siZa de gawwa,
 without differentiation and without consciousness, as pure minds,
 haune = v6Eo. When they were conscious of differentiation they
 wenth forth. From the second divine principle everything proceeded of
 which the Godhead was the origin 28).

 The same idea is a leading notion in the Origenistic system. To
 Origen Logos-Sophia encompasses all v6os. They proceed from him.

 Stephen thinks that there was a fall in the transcendental world. The

 spiritual beings apostatize from the Godhead. They are endowed with
 a free will, being capable of distinguishing between good and evil. But
 not all of them have sinned to the same extent, and thus they occupy
 various places according to the degree of their fall 29).

 Here we come across one of the vital points of the Origenistic
 system. The pre-existence of the spirits, their free will and their fall
 are always singled out as characteristic Origenistic teachings. Even in
 details there is agreement. Thus Stephen like Origen gives a
 specified classification of the spirits in several classes. Some of them
 possess a higher knowledge. They have their place next to the transcen-
 dental world. Some are therefore able to help and support other spiri-
 tual beings. Everyone enlightens the one who holds a lower position
 than himself. Among those beings who have apostatized from the
 Good are the lower demons who are darker than the higher 30).

 All these details are found in the system of Origen, where we often
 find the notion that the angelic beings who hold higher positions help
 and teach the beings who have sunk deeper, thereby helping them to
 ascend to higher regions. Some characteristic passagees may deserve
 quotation:

 "ut in primis alii, alii in secundis, nonnulli etiam in ultimis tem-
 poribus... reparati et restituti eruditionibus primo angelicis tum
 deinde etiam superiorum graduum virtutibus, ut sic per singula
 ad superiora pervecti usque ad ea quae sunt invisibilia et aeterna,

 28) FROTHINGHAM, op. cit., p. 95 f.
 29) ib. p. 93 f.
 30) FROTHINGHAM, op. cit., p. 96 f.
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 perveniant, singulis videlicet quibusque caelestium virtutum offi-
 ciis quadam eruditionum specie peragratis", De Principiis I 6:3.

 And further:

 "Hi vero qui de statu primae beatitudinis moti... sunt . . sanctis
 beatisque ordinibus dispensandi subjecti sunt; quorum adjutorio
 usi et institutionibus ac disciplinis salutaribus reformati, redire ac
 restituti ad statum suae beatitudinis possunt", De Principiis I 6: 2.

 In this connection the opinion of Origen that the spiritual powers
 have received various bodies according to the position they occupy in
 the universe, also attracts our attention.

 To this fall, according to Stephen, the whole visible, multiform world
 owes its origin. This idea is well known as one of the chief points in
 Origen's system.

 In his anthropology Stephen agrees more with Euagrius than with
 Origen whose standpoint in anthropological questions, however, is not
 so easy to understand fully.

 Stephen holds nous, hauna, to be higher element in man. This
 higher element will ultimately reach its original destination 31). This
 too is a Platonic heritage in the Origenistic movement. There is how-
 ever, in the conception of nous also Iranian-Gnostic elements for we
 meet in Stephen's writings with the term "the Great Nous", hauna
 rabba, associated with Christ. The background of this idea and term
 is found in Indian, Iranian and Manichaean religions 32).

 Stephen thinks that Nous in man will be reunited with the Godhead,
 and describes the aspiration upwards of Nous in the ancient Gnostic
 image of the heavenly ascent of the soul 33).

 First of all Nous has to be purified. When Nous ascends, the body
 seems to be dead. The soul is absorbed in Nous, which forgets every-
 thing on earth, and is carried upwards.

 This special spiritual conception of the heavenly ascent is well
 known from Origen's writings, as well as the demand for a previous
 purification.

 There is another problem to touch upon briefly, viz. the question of
 autorship of "the Book of the Holy Hierotheos". This mystic treatise,

 31) FROTHINGHAM, op. cit., pp. 98 ff.
 32) Cf. WIDENGREN, The Great Vohu Manah, Uppsala I945.
 33) For this conception see the old monograph of BOUssET, Die Himmelsreise

 der Seele, reprinted in 1960, which still gives the best comprehensive discussion.
 Cf. also Vortrdge der Bibliothek Warburg, 1928-29, Leipzig I930.
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 or rather series of loosely connected treatises, are ascribed to Stephen
 already at an early date. I cannot but agree with the result of the
 careful investigation undertaken by MARSH in his introduction to the
 edition of the text. "The case for accepting Stephen as the author of
 the third section of the Book of Hierotheos is very strong," and "the
 case for regarding him as the author of the first and second sections
 is less strong (p. 232)". As nothing however, in these two sections
 contradicts what is known of Stephen's general opinions, the author-
 ship of Stephen is taken for granted in this article. It is therefore on
 the contents of the Book of the Holy Hierotheos that the psychological
 analysis of Stephen's mystic experiences is based.

 The famous Syrian author of ascetic and mystic treatises, Isaac of
 Nineveh, who flourished in the second half of the 7th century is of
 an altogheter different kind. He is much less original than Stephen, at
 least the general recension of his ascetic works shows nothing remark-
 able. A very slight Origenistic influence may be discovered in his
 theology, but this influence is rather insignificant in the general trend
 of his thoughts. In this article we shall not concern ourselves very
 much with Isaac but more with the other mystical writers of the same
 and the somewhat later period whom we have already mentioned as
 belonging to the movement of Henana of Adiabene.

 2. In the teachings contained in "the Book of Hierotheos" there is
 a remarkable concentration on the Cross in the mystic experiences.
 The author's own inner life seems to have been occupied to a large
 extent with an ardent contemplation of the sufferings of Christ on
 the Cross. This meditation of the pains of the Cross should presumably
 be considered the last link in a great historical process in the dominion
 of mystical piety. Thus we see, that Ignatius pays great attention to
 the importance of the Cross. He says in the epistle to the Magnesians:
 "Jesus Christ, through Whom, unless we are ready of our own accord
 to die unto His Passion, His life is not in us (5)". The Christians are
 urgently requested by Ignatius to be imitators of Christ: "Let us
 endeavour to be imitators of the Lord, to try and see who can suffer
 the greater wrong", he says in the Epistle to the Ephesians (IO, 3).
 The same exhortation recurs in the Epistle to the Philadelphians (7,
 2). "Allow me to be an imitator of the passion of my God", he cries
 out in the Epistle to the Romans (6, 3). The Christians are "branches
 of the Cross" (Trall. ii), the Cross evidently being held to be the
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 Tree of Life (= Christ) 34). - In the writings of Origen, the martyr
 is taken to be the imitator of Christ. The suffering of Christ is set
 forth as a pattern. The true disciple puts on his cross, and is crucified
 with Christ (Hom. in Jerem. 14, 7, I2, I6 ff.). The Christian who
 suffers the pains of Christ in the very suffering of the Cross cele-
 brates his triumph over the powers which are the enemies of God.
 He accompanies his Lord through heaven to the altar of God (Martyr.
 13, 13 22 ff) without the demoniac powers being able to obstruct his
 progress, and is at last enthroned with Christ in His glory. We may
 also compare in this case some passages from the Origenistic literature:
 e.g. Euagrius Ponticus, Cent. VI 40: the crucifixion of Christ is the
 killing of "our old Man".

 The connection between these ideas and those implicit in the writings

 of Stephen will presumably appear perfectly clear from the passages
 dealing with the sufferings of the Cross which will now be quoted at
 some length.

 "Now I myself have seen many (ascending) Minds which ascended
 as far as the Cross but fell, because their garments were defiled -
 now I have called "defiled garments" the body and soul that are not
 sure (p. 35 f.)"

 "Come now let us expound, mystically and divinely, the secret con-
 cerning the Crucifixion. And (first) we say that those who are being
 divinely made perfect and sublimely sanctified, must in everything
 acquire the likeness of Christ, and become as he was". "And we see
 that Christ himself left the condition of human life by way of the
 Cross of passions". "It is right therefore for those divine Minds that
 wish to become as Christ that in everything they should be made like
 him, and in everything become as he was. Otherwise how shall they
 come to fulfilment? (p. 45)"

 "Can he have spoken (merely) of the human Cross? ... (But if he
 was not speaking of the human Cross), then it is evident to us that
 he spoke of that Intelligible Cross which divine Minds receive, (that
 is, 'accomplish') for they cannot be divinely perfected and mystically
 sanctified, unless they reach and endure that Cross of Passions"..
 "And (secondly was said that) it is easy also "to slay the old man",

 34) For the equation Cross = Tree of Life = Christ cf WIDENGREN, Meso-
 potamian Elements in Manichaeism, Upsala I946, pp. 123-157.
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 and this Christ they slew by the Cross. Let no one mistakenly suppose
 that it can be slain without the Cross;"... "So it is meet for divine

 Minds that they also should slay the body of sin by the holy and mystic
 Cross"... "Do not thou then, my son, when thou reachest the Cross
 suppose and believe that this is already the limit of the House of God,
 for lo, the divine Bartholomew called it (only) the gate, but who shall
 enter the city if he reach not the gate or who shall reach the limit of
 Goodness (if he take not the first step thereto), or obtain to Unifica-
 tion without the Cross? The Cross then, I say is a kind of purifying
 and cleansing power, which through passion that causes passion brings
 passion to an end (pp. 46-47)".

 "...and the divine Mind draws near, naked, without soul and with-
 out body, while Soul and Body remain alone, and surrenders itself in
 holiness and humility to the Cross of passions. And it too is 'led as
 a lamb to the slaughter, and, like a sheep before the shearers it is
 dumb", and concerning its death it is not spoken to; but painfully
 with contrite and humble heart, it prays to God concerning the things
 that are done unto it. And then it is crucified on the middle Cross, and

 it sees the Soul too, on its right hand, crucified like Titus, and the
 Body like Zymachus, on its left hand, and perhaps the Mind may also
 have a kind of passionate desire at the time of crucifixion, and vine-
 gar in a sponge be offered to it by those who crucify, as it also was
 to Christ... Then will come the hour of death which is inseparable
 from the Cross; ... "and the divine Mind will cry out and say: "Oh,
 God, Oh, God, why hast thou forsaken me ?", and will bow its head in
 great humiliation, and will endure the mystical Death, by which, in
 Christ, it is determined that we should die, for no one can become
 Christ whoever dies not by this death, and the Body also and the Soul
 die with it (pp. 50-5I)".

 "Those Minds, then, which descended from the more excellent Es-
 sence, need only a certain small purification; those which descended
 from the Essence of the Father, need the Cross once only; and those
 which (descended) from the Essence of the Soul are crucified only
 twice; and those which came from the Essence of the Holy Spirit need
 the Cross three times; and in the same way also each one of the Essen-
 ces must come to the Cross as many times as the number of all the
 Essences that are above it (p. 53)".

 "... and many I have seen, who, through the whole time of human

 I7I
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 life, never escaped from the Cross, and (only) achieved this after (lea-
 ving) the body, and I know that thou thyself, o my son, hast twice
 ascended to the Cross (p. 52)".

 "And do thou, when thou hearest the Apostle, our Teacher, (say)
 death think of that divine Death which divine Minds undergo at the
 time of the Cross (p. 56)",

 ".. for neither do we say concerning the Cross and the Spear that
 they are any corporeal nature (p. 57)".

 "and so the Mind puts on its Soul and its Body, since is sees that
 they have become bright and even beautiful in comparison with what
 they were before the Cross. And then it begins to purify and cleanse
 the Soul and the Body that have been made one with it (p. 6I)".

 "Do thou, then, my son, understand the glorious secret concerning
 the Cross, and the mystical investigation why not all Minds are cru-
 cified equally; and remember what was said (as well as the consent of
 the mystical ban) that all Minds did not descend into bodies from one
 and the same Essence (p. 114)".

 It is interesting to note the prominent place occupied in the teachings
 of Isaac by the idea of the Cross. I quote some passages: 35) "This
 is what has been said by the ancient saints: If the mind desires to
 ascend the cross before the senses have become silent on account of

 weakness, the anger of God will strike it. By the ascension to the cross
 causing anger he does not refer to the first part, the bearing of troubles
 patiently (which is the crucifying of the Body) but to the theoretical
 ascension which is the second part and which is (truly) subsequent to
 the healing of the soul (p. I6)".

 The expression, rendered by Wensinck as "theoretical ascension" is
 massaqta det-eor{a, an expression, which denotes the ascent of the mind

 in spiritual contemplation. The term teorZa is found everywhere in
 Syriac mystical literature as the technical term for mystical seeing.
 The term seems to have been ultimately borrowed from Euagrius 36).
 In another passage Isaac speaks about "the ascension on the cross" in

 35) The references are to the translation of WENSINCK, Mystic Treatises,
 Amsterdam I923, and to the text of BEDJAN ed. Leipzig 90o9.

 36) Cf. e.g. WENSINCK, Book of the Dove, XLIX n. 5 FRANKENBERG, Euagrius
 Ponticus, Berlin I912, Cent. V 79, 8I; IV 90; BOUSSET Apophthegmata, Tiibingen
 1923, pp. 307, 312 f. for some passages giving definitions of teorid, found in the
 writings of Euagrius.
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 the same manner. "The ascension on the cross consists in two parts.
 One is the crucifixion of the body. The second is the ascension unto
 contemplation; but the former is a matter of freedom; the latter of
 influence. The mind will not be subjected, if the body is not subjected.
 The reign of the mind is the crucifixion of the body (p. 223)". And
 again he says: "Therefore our Lord has placed before thee the cross,
 that thou mightest pronounce death on thy soul and thereupon cause
 thy soul to follow Him (p. 532). Isaac states expressly that the cross
 is the real gate to the mystic's way. "The cross is the gate of mysteries;
 here the entrance of the mind unto the knowledge of the heavenly
 mysteries takes place. The knowledge of the cross is hidden within the
 sufferings of the cross. And in accordance with communion with them
 is the apperception of the cross, according to the word of the Apostle.
 The greater place the suffering of Christ takes in us, the greater be-
 comes our consolation in Christ. Consolation means contemplation,
 which is psychic sight. Sight gives birth to consolation. It is not possible
 that our soul produces spiritual fruit, except when our heart is dead
 to the world. For the Father quickens the soul that has died the death
 of Christ, in contemplation of all the worlds (p. 544)".

 We will try to examine a little closer the meaning of the last state-
 ments. Some technical terms are met with here. It is said that the cross

 is tarCd deraze. And further is it said about this gate of mysteries:
 behand tarCa hawida maalteh dehaunda 1,wdt Didacta deraze emaziiane. The

 cross as a mystical stage accordingly implies the gnosis of the heavenly
 mysteries. The gnosis of the cross is given through the sufferings of
 the cross. The suffering of Christ within man corresponds to the con-
 solation of Christ. But consolation - biiiaa means contemplation ==
 teorid; the suffering of the mystical stage, called "the cross" thus
 grants the mystical vision. Contemplation is expressly said to be the
 psychic sight = hedztd dcnafsd. When the soul - naf - has died
 the death of Christ, the Father arises in the teoria of all the worlds
 i.e. through the passions of this stage the mind acquires the perfect
 gnosis.

 It is perfectly clear how these conceptions of Isaac's are in line
 with those of Stephen. In both we find a mystical stage in the ascent
 of the mind which has the technical name, "The Cross". This stage
 implies the endurance of the sufferings of Christ. But these sufferings
 give the mystic a perfect contemplation, a mystical seeing through
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 which the gnosis is imparted to the mystic. It is easy to note how the
 ideas, given a cosmological touch by Stephen, recur in a more psycho-
 logical moulding in the writings of Isaac.

 3. Let us now try to compare these mystical teachings of Stephen
 and Isaac with the doctrines and instructions common among the Syrian
 monks and recluses of their time. Then we will be able to state if some

 conformity as to their atmosphere of piety may be found, and venture
 to say that we shall find more than just s o m e conformity.

 There are two kinds of solitude or "retreat", as we may also translate
 the word selia. The short retreat lasted only seven days, whereas the
 long retreat was a solitude of seven weeks 37). This long retreat is as-
 sociated with "the various periods of seven weeks into which the ec-
 clesiastical year of the Nestorians is divided 38).

 The brethren were to resort to solitude only under the orders of
 the leader of their congregation, with the advice of their spiritual
 fathers, and with the prayers of the brethren 39). Hence three condi-
 tions had to be fulfilled, as it is also said that a brother "may incite
 the leader of the congregation to give him the required permission, and

 may induce his (spiritual) fathers and brethren to rejoice in his soli-
 tude and to encourage him and pray for him" 40). Here again the same
 three categories are quoted: the leader of the congregation, the spiri-
 tual fathers, the other brethren.

 A brother "who embraces solitude" is in need of a spiritual guide,
 a "leader", medabberana, as he is called.

 I shall now give some extensive quotations from the contemporary
 mystical writings just quoted, (lealing with the directions for prayer.

 "When the communal bell sounds and calls you to go to the monaste-
 ry the holy day of Sunday, and to receive the life-giving Sacrament -
 a little before this bell sounds, put your affairs in order, close your
 doors, and sit for about an hour and think how to keep both your outer
 and your inner senses from the stains of sin, which you may encounter
 on your way and in the monastery, till you return to your cell. When
 the bell has sounded, quickly and immediately stir your soul with the

 37) Cf. the introduction by MINGANA, Woodbrooke Studies, VII, Cambridge
 1934, Early Christian Mystics, p. 70 ff.

 38) op. cit., p. 76.
 39) op. cit., p. 82.
 40) op. cit., p. 82 f.
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 ardour of love and awe, and fall upon your knees and genuflect before
 the Crucifix, recite the Lord's Prayer with understanding and con-
 centration, and say thus: "(Here follows the Lord's Prayer).

 "After this, rise from your knees, embrace and kiss our Lord on
 His Cross, and then immediately perform ten prostrations and believe
 and trust what I am about to tell you: As your eyes perceive the light
 of the Crucifix and your lips also feel its heat when the sun shines on
 it and you pray to it and kiss it, although the sun itself is in the sky
 and the Crucifix is on the wall, so also, and in a greater measure,
 although the man of our Lord Christ in the flesh sits in Heaven on the
 throne of majesty, according to the preaching of the blessed Paul, yet
 His power, His glory, His working and His dominion are in the Cross;
 and you kiss our Lord Himself and embrace Him with love; as it is
 written: "who is like unto our Lord Jesus Christ, who dwelleth on
 high and beholdeth the depth" - in Heaven and in the Cross?" 41)

 "When the Lord calls you, as the Abbot Isaiah said, through the
 working of the angel who accompanies you in order to keep you and
 instruct you, rise immediately with alertness and zest, genuflect before
 the Crucifix and recite the Lord's Prayer. Then rise upon your feet
 and embrace and kiss the Crucifix with a feeling of expectancy and
 love. While embracing it, say thus: "Glory be to thee, O our Lord
 Jesus Christ, Son of God, who wast crucified for us! In thee we find
 deliverance from the demons, in Thy blood we have forgiveness of
 sins, and in Thy wounds we are delivered from passions." Then kiss
 our Lord on His Cross, twice on the nails of His right foot and twice
 on the nails of His left foot, and say at each kiss: ,,Let me be healed
 with Thy wounds", until your heart is stirred and burns in His love 42).

 Here follow other directions for prayer, and the author goes on:
 "When therefore you stand in prayer in your cell during the time of

 your vigils, look at your lowliness and at the greatness of our Lord on
 the Cross. Look also in your mind at the angel who is at your right hand
 and at the demon who is standing at your left hand, and so think spiritu-

 ally of the meaning of every word that comes out of your month, and
 do not allow distraction to prevail upon you. In reciting the Psalm: "0,
 God, deliver me out of the hand of the wicked and out of the hand of

 41) Woodbroke Studies VII p. 135 f. Dr. SUNDEN draws attention to the typical
 dual role-situation.

 42) op. cit., p. 138.
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 the unrighteous and cruel man", when you say "0, God", look towards
 our Lord on the Cross; when you say "deliver me" look at yourself and
 towards the holy angel who is standing at your right hand, and through
 whom you are being delivered; and when you say "out of the hand of
 the wicked and of the unrighteous and cruel man", look in thought at
 the wicked demon who is standing at your left hand and who hates
 you and fights against you. Furthermore, when you recite "let them
 be ashamed and brought to confusion together that rejoice at mine
 hurt, and let them be clothed with shame that magnify themselves
 against me", turn towards the demon... 43) When you recite "let them
 shout for joy and be glad that favour my victory", look in thought at
 the holy angel who helps you, and at his holy brother-angels who often
 repair to him in order to honour him and to express their in your
 exercises. And when you recite "let them say continually that the Lord
 is great who had pleasure in the peace of His servant", look also in
 your mind at our Lord on the Cross! And when you recite "let the
 demons be cursed, but mayest thou, O Lord, be blessed, and may 1,
 Thy servant, rejoice in Thee", in saying "let them be cursed" look at
 the demons; in saying "mayest thou be blessed", look at our Lord;
 and in saying "Thy servant", think of yourself and of your angel. And
 if the demon waxes wrathful and terrifies you with his visions and
 frightens you with his temptations, be not afraid, excited and disturbed,
 but look at our Lord on the Cross, and have trust and confidence in
 the holy angel who is standing at your right hand to help you and
 guard you. In this way your fear will immediately vanish and you will
 be filled with joy. Act in this way when you pray at the end of each
 Doxology 44).

 The author then gives more instructions of a similar nature and
 continues: "And during your prayers and your recitation of the
 Psalms, your intelligence will be illuminated with understanding and
 strengthened by hope, and will shed sweet tears mingled with joy and
 love. At the end of your service you will rejoice in God with a joy
 that has no parallel in creation." 45)
 "Side by side with the labours which you experience with your body,
 learn also little by little the labours of the mind through which you

 43) Note the remarkably strong tendency of visualization!
 44) Woodbroke Studies VII p. I39 f.
 45) op. cit., p. I41.
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 attain the purity of heart which sees God in the revelation of the
 Light 46).

 This illumination is spoken of elsewhere when it is said: "The man
 who does not cut off all memories and remembrances from himself ...

 will not possess pure prayer, nor will he be worthy of spiritual prayer;
 will not see in himself the holy light of his mind nor will the divine
 light of the glory of Christ shine in his soul through the inspiration
 of the Holy Spirit." 47)

 If the monk is careful to obey these directions perhaps he will be
 able to "reach the level of the old men, who have laboured in prayer,
 who at the end of every Psalm recite the Doxology, and a prayer, and
 who hardly recite ten Psalms in the long vigils from mid-night on-
 wards, on account of the wonders that happen to them through the
 divine grace: weeping, tears, sighs, spiritual visions, divine consola-
 tions and revelations of the Spirit" 48).

 It is a perfect "directorium spirituale" with regard to prayer which
 is presented to us here. Let us sum up the points of interest with
 regard to the problem which we are discussing. First, however, it must
 be noted that some directions are intended for daily prayer, while others
 are of special value for the vigils. Nevertheless it may conceivably be
 taken for granted that both categories reflect the same attitude towards
 the observance of prayer.

 The psychological methods of the "Spiritual exercises" of Ignatius
 of Loyola have been examined in the light of modern psychological
 research by WALKER 49). He at once notes the fact that "the attitude
 of mind required by St. Ignatius in one who practises the exercises,
 therefore, though directed primarily toward God, is not the same as
 that required in one who is to undergo therapeutic treatment by modern,
 psychical methods" 50). Nevertheless the author then goes on to say:
 "If we say, then, that an Ignatian retreat is so ordered as to awake in
 the exercitant a maximum of suggestibility, we shall only be stating
 a plain fact. St Ignatius anticipates that many suggestions will be made,

 46) Woodbroke Studies p. 141.
 47) ib. p. 87.
 48) ib. p. I39.
 49) Cf. The Psychology of the "Spiritual Exercises", The Hibbert Journal

 I92I.

 50) ib. p. 404.

 NUMEN, VIII 12
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 in the course of a retreat" 51). WALKER points to the fact that in the
 majority of cases the contemplation of sin, death and judgement "in
 all their naked vividness" will be accompanied by desolation and violent
 perturbation. "in this case the perturbation of mind is due to the
 struggle between good and evil which is taking place within the soul.
 This is inevitable. The creature complex which hitherto has dominated
 the sinners' life cannot be broken up except by a struggle which must
 of necessity be painful. The pain here is a sign that... if the soul
 surrenders to the divine suggestion, it will become free. Once it sur-
 renders, the pain will give place to joy, the intensity of which will
 depend upon the extent of this surrender. Upon this same factor the
 comparative freedom of the penitent from a recurrence of the struggle
 will depend and it should secure the ease with which he is able to
 emerge victorious" 53).

 The concentration met within the contemplation was directed alter-
 nately, upon God-Christ, the angel and the demon. By means of this
 concentration the mind must be open to suggestions of various kinds.
 These suggestions naturally involve inhibition of conscious effort,
 counteracting these suggestions. In order not to fail in bringing about
 the desired suggestions one is forced to believe in a positive manner.

 "The point which Baudouin wishes to bring out is that it is not we
 who are going to bring about the effect but the suggestion itself, and
 that our attitude towards its should be passive, not active. We should
 in no way seek to enforce it, but merely submit quietly to its influence.
 Precisely the same condition is requisite for successful prayer. Quietly
 we allow the thoughts that have been put before us to be conjured up
 in our minds, and await suggestion. Some of them we shall recognise
 as coming from God, and in these we shall repose, bathing in them,
 because we believe that God inspires them and will make them effec-
 tive. Both processes are performed by voluntary acts, and, throughout
 both the will is operative in the selecting of some, and the rejecting of
 other suggestions" 53).

 If we apply the insight won by the suggestive method of contemp-
 lation to the facts known to us from the prayer-practice of the Syrian

 51) ib. p. 404f.
 52) ib. p. 40 f.
 53) ib. p. 4II. The reference is to the so-called Nancy-school.
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 monks, some facts will be clear. There is a definite pattern in the Jesuit
 practice of prayer as will be clear from a short survey of a special
 method much employed by them. One of the methods of prayer, accord-
 ing to HEGARDT strongly reminiscent of the common pattern of
 meditation in the spiritual exercises, is as follows: Before starting
 meditation one concentrates the thoughts for a short while on
 what is to be done, and why. Immediately after this preamble comes
 an introductory prayer in which one asks for grace, knowledge and
 power of repentance with regard to the ten commandments, or what
 ever else may be the subject for reflection. This done there comes
 meditation on some subject or other as for instance one of the com-
 mandments. One reflects how one has observed this commandment. If

 it has been transgressed, forgiveness is asked for and the Lord's prayer
 is said. In the same manner the next commandment is meditated upon.
 Another prayer-method is begun in the same manner with reflection
 upon what is at hand. Then comes the introductory prayer to the very
 Person of the Deity to whom the whole prayer is addressed. The
 position of the body is absolutely fixed. The meditation consists of the
 supplicant's taking a prayer, for instance the Lord's prayer, and medi-
 tating upon the first words "Our Father" for as long as spiritual gain
 is felt. After that the next words "that art in Heaven" are dealt with in

 the same manner, and so on, until the Lord's prayer has been gone
 over 54). As to the position of the body it is to be noted that it should
 be suited to detachment, relaxation, and concentration.

 If we compare these methods with those used by the Syrian monks
 we find that the resemblance are great, especially to the last method
 of prayer. The introductory prayer, the instructions as to the position
 of the body, the slow progress in the prayer with the careful meditation
 of only some few words at a time; everything is met with in the in-
 structions for the Syrian recluses. But not only this. It was a signif-
 icant feature in the psychological method of the spiritual exercises that
 the mind had to be prepared, so as to be in a suggestible condition.
 That this psychological insight was also won by the Syrian fathers
 will be clear from the following statement: "Prayer does not consist

 54) HEGARDT, Religion och sjdlstriining, Stockholm 1937, p. 177 f. An account
 of meditation as practised in the Spiritual Exercises is given by THOULESS, An
 Introduction to the Psychology of Religion, 2nd ed. Cambridge 1936, p. 175 ff.
 "The retreatant then constructed in visual imagery the object of the meditation".
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 in learning, in knowledge, or in word, but in an emptiness of the
 mind and a peaceful and rational intelligence, which is collected and
 quietened by the stillness of the faculties and of the senses, resulting
 in a complete destination of the thoughts and a complete rejection of
 all cares. Singleness of purpose is also useful during prayer, so that
 we may commune with God in prayer without a cloud and without
 any intermediary, whether that which is hindering us from it is thought
 of evil, or contemplation of good... During prayer, leave in an intel-
 ligible abyss all that is and is not, and ascend in your mind, naked to-
 wards the Cross and pass over to the next world. Begin your prayer
 while empty of everything, so that perchance you may be able to recite
 a serene prayer." 55)

 We find exactly the same psychological laws as in the prayer-
 methods of the spiritual exercises carefully observed. Thus we have
 come across a definite psychological method of prayer with an able
 guidance of the monk, making him pass through several stages until
 he reaches the last, "the pure prayer", the ecstatic experience. Stephen
 must have been well acquainted with these methods of psychical
 training as a monk. I venture to urge that there was a rhythmical flow
 in the prayer-practice of the Syrian monks, and that the meditation
 of the Cross must have occupied a prominent place in their contempla-
 tion, as well as in that of Stephen. In "their inner vision" i.e. the
 prayer 56) there must have been, just as is described in the Book of
 Hierotheos, the experience of mystical death, for it is said:"This hap-
 pens after the mind has been drilled and perfected in its essence, has
 died and lived again mysteriously" 57). I hope that this quotation will
 show the legitimate method of my demonstration of this point.

 While the phenomenological agreement with the Spiritual Exercises
 of Ignatius Loyola as we have seen is extremely close as far as the
 psychological methods are concerned, the historical-genetic question
 of course must find its answer in some institutions in classical anti-

 quity. The well-documented study of RABBOW on psychogogic art in
 classical culture has clearly demonstrated that more subtle psychological

 55) Woodbrooke Studies VII p. 57 f.
 56) As is explicitly stated Woodbrooke Studies VII p. 58.
 57) op. cit., VII p. 59. What the technique in question aims at producing is

 the domination of the religious system of reference (Dr. SUNDEN, cf. his Reli-
 gionen och rollerna, ed. Stockholm I961).
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 methods were used in the so-called schools of Epicurean and Stoic
 philosophers than was realized before such an inventory of relevent
 passages in literature was accessible58).

 In view of the influence exercised in ascetic and monastic circles

 by the Stoic doctrine of the 0othCR, Syriac rei.,, and the fight against
 them 59) it is conceivable that the psychogogic methods of the Stoics
 passed on to the Christian hermits and monks.

 The role of the spiritual guide and leader, xocayo6pzo0 60), or
 master, xaS&yy 'q 61), was astonishingly great in philosophic circles.
 It was held to be necessary to possess such a spiritual teacher and con-
 fessor. To him one should confess one's mistakes and bad traits of

 character, says Plutarch, De Prof. 82 A 62). In the Epicurean com-
 munity it was ordered to reveal to the guide of the souls, xayyot6pvoq,
 one's own mistakes, trepasses, and general deficiencies. He was re-
 garded as the saviour and best friend, Philodem. rspl 7Tocppctaq,
 fragm. 40, 44, 47, 49, 51 63).

 In the psychological methods we should note the detailed agreement
 with the spiritual exercises of Loyola as demonstrated by RABBOW.

 The institution in monastic circles of such a guide or leader,
 1medabberana, is noteworthy 64). What we should call "exercises", and
 actually MINGANA SO translated the Syriac word in question, is the
 Syriac term dubbara, properly speaking the way one lives, the life one
 leads, one's life, conduct, habit, or course of life.

 It is also quite evident that the habit of a spiritual retreat was put
 into practice in antiquity in the same philosophic circles, as the quota-
 tions given by RABBOW sufficiently illustrate 65).

 58) P. RABBOW, Seelenfiihrung. Methodik der Exerzitien in der Antike, Miin-
 chen I954, and for the Stoic doctrine POHLENZ, Die Stoa, I-2, Gittingen I948.

 59) Cf. WENSINCK, Bar Hebraeus's Book of the Dove, Leiden I919, p. LXIX.
 60) Cf. RABBOW, op. cit., p. 278.
 6I) Cf. RABBOW, op. cit., p. 267.
 62) Cf. RABBOW, op. cit., p. 288 and p. 320 n. II3 where more references are

 given.
 63) Cf. RABBOW, op. cit., p. 317 n. IOI.
 64) The role of the leader in mystic religion has been carefully analyzed by

 LINDQUIST, Mystikens vag. och mal. KA. 1934, pp. 39-75. Here, however, the author
 is almost exclusively interested in the leader as the medium of suggestive activity,
 and does not treat his role of spiritual guide as a necessity. The part played by
 the leader in giving hypnotic suggestions only corresponds to one sector of his
 activity as a spiritual guide of his own circle of disciples.

 65) Cf. RABBOW, op. cit., pp. 9I ff. The technical term is typically enough
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 4. We will now proceed to the question of Stephen's own mystical
 experiences. As his descriptions of the Ascent of the Mind might be
 said to be only literary reminiscences of inherited traditions it is of
 unquestionable importance to give some conclusive evidence as to his
 own experiences. Some quotations will show in a definite manner that
 he asserts that he himself had some definite mystical experiences.
 Thus he says: "When that divine Mind, Paul, our Teacher and our
 spiritual leader was about to tell us this secret which is revealed to
 divine and heavenly Minds in that Universal Essence of all Minds,
 (namely) for what reason this separation came to be, he became afraid
 and would not reveal (it). But he only said, "I heard words unutter-
 able which it is not lawful for man to utter"-whether it is not lawful

 because one is man, or so long as one is man; whereas I am handing
 on with great boldness not the things which I have learned, but the
 things which I have seen, obeying the Word which says, "What thine
 eyes have seen, that say"; these so long as one is man. I, too, my
 friend, while I was travelling in the way of our divine Ascent, en-
 countered along with the multitude of Essences, also that Essence
 which is called "Universal" (p. 5 f.)."

 "I say with boldness that I have seen with my own eyes the things
 which I am telling; for I have seen Paradise and the Tree of Life, and
 have mystically and divinely been made partaker in its living and life-
 giving vitality, at that time when I was the likeness of Adam, which
 indeed I was. But as to me, I know about myself, that it is perhaps
 to tell the truth that I am above that stage which I have mentioned
 (p. 87)."

 The above quotations are sufficient proof that in the Book of Hiero-
 theos Stephen is not handing over some literary traditions, but really
 giving his own inner experiences as to the mystic's ascent, clothed as
 they are in a form that does not always make it easy to separate his
 own experiences, as they were really felt by him, from statements
 derived from the mystical experiences of earlier generations.

 Stephen who perfected his technique of meditation thanks to the
 spiritual exercises, concentrating on the cross, during his partaking of
 the eucharist with its symbolical celebration of the crucifixon, and its

 &cvacx&oltg, retreat, consequently a word which was to become pattern in Chris-
 tian monastic circles.

 I82
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 representation of the Angels as guards at the tomb of Christ, experien-
 ces his identity with Christ in his ecstatic contemplation. He sees him-
 self crucified and buried as Christ, but, not in a real sense, but in a
 purely spiritual meaning. He re-enacts inwardly, in his Mind, Christ's
 sufferings, death, and burial as sufferings of the Mind. In this case
 the experience gained through the cult is a means of fixation for the
 spiritual experience. In that way Stephen historically takes up the idea
 of "imitatio Christi", an old idea in Origenistic theology, and psycho-
 logically he assumes "the role of Christ", as Dr. SUNDEN in this case
 might prefer to express himself. I refer to his well-known psycho-
 logical researches.

 5. We meet with many ecstatic states filled with delicious sweetness
 at the beginning of Suso's career as a mystic. But he had to pass
 through the most cruel inner sufferings before ultimately attaining the
 safety of the harbour. The mystic has to endure the mortification of
 the body. DELACROIX enumerates his self-invented sufferings and
 concludes: "tels sont les moyens par lesquels il tache de dompter sa
 nature, de soumettre le corps a l'esprit et de compatir aux douleurs du
 Christ crucifie" 66 We have already seen what a dominant place the
 meditation of the Cross must have occupied not only in the imaginative
 life of Stephen but also of all the contemporary Syrian monks and
 recluses. We have found that there must have been a fixed tradition

 about taking up the Cross of Christ and suffering like Him. Thus the
 sufferings described by Stephen as "the Cross" may well fit into the
 general scheme of the mystics progress which has its definite periods
 of terrible pain. This period in the life of Suso is of the utmost im-
 portance. He meditates upon the passion of the Lord and consequently
 in his inner life feels the sufferings of the Lord in his human nature,
 "c'est a ce moment que se place une longue periode que domine la
 meditation de la Passion... on ne peut aller a Dieu que par l'humanite
 et par consequent par les souffrances de Jesus-Christ. En meme temps
 intervient un autre motif: dompter par l'ascetisme une nature rebelle.
 Cette phase ascetique qui dure une vingtaine d'annees comprend des
 souffrances volontaires et des peines interieurs, des etats demoni-
 aques et des etats divins, ravissements et visions de caractere souvent
 compensateur" 67). It seems to me that this condition of Suso's is

 66) DELACROIX, Les grands mystiques chretiens, nouv. ed. Paris 1938, p. 312.
 67) DELACROIX, op. cit., p. 320.
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 much the same as that described in the Book of Hierotheos, viz. the
 stages constituting the ascent of the Mind from "the Cross" to "the
 Unification". I should like to emphasize the importance of the act of
 crucifixion in Stephen's mystical experiences. This state is the first
 crisis in the ascent. The next is the struggle with the Evil Tree i.e.
 the fight with the demon. But it should be observed how this fight
 with the evil powers is interrupted by feelings of union with the divine
 power, feelings however which are soon recognized by the mystic as
 being of an illusory character. This change in his experiences seems
 to fit in with the scheme met with in Suso. And the reason for self-

 mortification is clearly found also in Stephen, for when speaking of
 the crucifixion he says that the Mind sees the soul and body crucified
 on both sides of it 68). But we also have to note here that Stephen
 speaks of a crucifixion not only of the soul and body but also of the
 mind, the highest element in man. Even in his mind the mystic must
 endure the sufferings of Christ. Nothing in him can escape the pain.
 So we find that the vivid picture given by Stephen answers to a ter-
 rible psychical reality. The mind is a battlefield where the fight is
 incessantly fought against the demoniac impulses, it is also the Gol-
 gotha where the Christlike Mind is suffering the painful crucifixion.
 We find that in the prayer-practice, common among the Syrian monks
 and recluses, there was a continuous swing between their concentration
 of imagination upon the demon and the tutelary angel during prayer.
 It seems safe to say that such a rhytmical change in the reactions of
 the mind may be held to be the psychical basis of the picturesque
 descriptions of the struggles of the Mind given by Stephen. Through-
 out our researches into the psychology of Stephen we have found it
 a legitimate method to conclude that his inner, psychical experiences
 were expressed in highly mythological language, giving all his des-
 criptions of the ascent of the Mind a definite cosmological touch. The
 mythic language possessing in this case a cosmological character, thus
 tries to render inner, purely psychological experiences. But the imagery
 of Stephen at the same time has a very vague character which may be
 termed "slightly fabulating". His concentration upon the objects of

 68) The mystic anthropology distinguishes the three elements: mind, soul,
 body - exactly like the gnostics. For this gnostic anthropology cf. inter al.
 SCHLIER, Der Mensch im Gnostizismus, Anthropologie religieuse, ed. BLEEKER,
 Leiden I955, pp. 60-76. Cf. above p. I7I. Cf. here the interesting technique of
 assimilation of what in JUNG'S language is called the "shadow" (Dr. SUNDEN).
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 his contemplation has not carried with it any clear-cut sharp visions.
 We meet dream visions of an extremely blurred type. As an example
 we may quote the statement about Suso given by DELACROIX: "Suso
 enveloppe cet etat de vague images, sans que ses images constituent,
 croyons-nous, une vision corporelle ou imaginaire comme disent les
 mystiques; c'est d'une vision intellectuelle qu'il s'agit ici" 69). LEUBA
 thinks that these visions were seen by him in a semisomnambulistic
 condition and further states: "He was frequently encouraged and di-
 rected by mainly visual automatisms. A possible aptitude for visual
 imagery was probably improved by his habit of withdrawing each day
 to his oratory for rest and meditation. Somnolence would frequently
 take place and with it hypnagogic hallucinations. Brilliant lights, in his
 case as in that of others, constitued a striking and frequent character-
 istic of the visions. He would often come to himself with the conviction

 that divine secrets had been revealed to him, even though he was not
 able to give them verbal expression. Once, for instance, 'it was some-
 how shown him, in a way that cannot be expressed in words, how God
 has made angels different from each other". He was familiar not only
 with sensory hallucinations but also with those they call 'intellectual'.
 With regard to these he speaks, as others do, of an 'immediate' view
 or apprehension (Schauen) of the divinity, and thinks that, the less
 imagery in these experiences, the higher they are and the nearer to
 absolute reality is the knowledge they import" 70). Presumably the
 coincidence with Stephen can be said to be striking. It is of great
 interest to note the cosmological features in the pattern of the visions.
 We can now better realize the role played in Stephen's writings by
 his cosmological speculations. In his visionary experiences the inherited
 mythological material is made use of: felt as new and of great reveal-
 ing power. It seems quite clear that the visionary in this case has elab-
 orated the ordinary contents of his consciousness. The experience in
 the ecstatic visions corresponds to the level of the ego of everyday
 life with regard to both intellectual and emotional life. Further we
 cannot but stress the somnambulistic character of Stephen's visions.
 Of course the material is too scanty to allow any safe conclusions as
 to the hypnagogic characteristics of his experiences. One is strongly

 69) DELACROIX, op. cit., p. 311.
 70) LEUBA, The psychology of religious mysticism, London I925, p. 64 f.
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 reminded however of hypnagogic hallucinations when reading his reve-
 lations. DELACROIX, LEUBA and other psychologists follow the clas-
 sification of Teresa, speaking of corporeal, imaginary and intellectual
 visions 71). LINDQUIST contends that this classification is not at all
 necessary or even just 72). Instead he maintains the possibility of
 giving these terms to various degrees in the development of the hal-
 lucinatory experiences in one and the same individual 73). Without
 denying this possibility in this little sketch I follow the old classifi-
 cation for the sake of convenience. As to the sensory hallucinations
 called intellectual we find both DELACROIX and LEUBA in agreement
 in attributing this type of vision to Suso.

 EVELYN UNDERHILL has spoken of "active" and "passive" imagi-
 nary visions. She says: "Whereas vision of the passive kind is the
 expression of thought, perception, or desire on the part of the deeper
 self: active vision is the expression of a change in that self, and
 generally accompanies some psychological crisis. In this vision, which
 always has a dramatic character, the self seems to itself to act, not
 merely to look on. Such visions may possess many of the characters
 of dreams, they may be purely symbolic; they may be theologically
 'realistic'. They may entail a journey through Hell, Purgatory, and
 Heaven, an excursion into fairyland, a wrestling with the Angel in the
 Way" 74).

 ANDRAE has called attention to the fact that certain psychologists
 are of the opinion that some persons always dream that they are ac-
 ting, others that something is done to them and that there is
 a purely contemplative dreaming without action. He asserts that a
 similar contrast between different types of imagination is also to be
 traced within the imaginative vision. He finds the visions of Birgitta
 chiefly passive, those of Swedenborg active. The visions of Mary of
 Agreda hint at the fact that both the active and the passive vision are
 met with in the same subject 75). It is interesting to see that only one
 type of imagination is represented in the visions of Stephen. For in
 all the descriptions of the ascent of the Mind, the Mind plays a domi-

 71) DELACROIX, op. cit., p. 35, 84.
 72) LINDQUIST, Mystikens vig. och mdl, p. I47.
 73) ib.
 74) UNDERHILL, Mysticism, London 19II, p. 348.
 75) ANDRAE, Mystikens psykologi, Stockholm I926, p. 397.
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 nant role in the scenery. Especially when the visionary character in
 the descriptive parts is more clearly accentuated.

 6. In the Book of Hierotheos it is said that at a definite stage in
 its progress the divine Mind saw a bright Essence, filling the whole
 universe, and approached the Essence, and was united with it. After
 this union, the Mind became as the Essence and contained "in within
 itself, whatsoever is above and below" 76). The underlying religious
 ideas may be traced back quite far into their original mythological en-
 vironment. Here we are mainly concerned with their psychological
 interpretation. As it may be concluded that this image as well as the
 others is seen as the symbolical expression of inner impressions, we
 will try to find a possible psychological solution of the problems in-
 volved in this special image. Conceivably the explanation is to be looked
 for in a definite direction. If we have to rely upon the mystic's own
 words the stage when this vision is arrived at, is the highest possible,
 when the Mind abandons the name of Christ (IV, I9). The vision
 may thus be sougnt for in the "trance-consciousness". In this state
 there is a certain impression which seems to fit the description given
 IV, 17-18 of the Mind's becoming infinite and filling the universe.
 I refer to the wellknown impression of levitation experienced by a
 person who plunges into the "trance-consciousness". This levitation may
 feel as if the body having lost all its weight were lifted above the earth.
 LEUBA cites Santa Theresa: "In her description of rapture Santa The-
 resa wrote, "Often my body would become so light that it lost all
 weight; at times this went so far that I no longer felt the floor under
 my feet.' She was aware of the presence of forces that 'lifted her up'.
 Suso mentions the impression of 'floating" 77). LEUBA points to the
 fact that "This impression may arise independently of any religious
 preconception... Elmer Jones reports that when under the influence
 of chloroform, 'with the disappearance of the tactile sense and hearing,
 the body has completely lost its orientation. It appears to be nowhere
 simply floating in space. It is a most ecstatic feeling'. The trance deed
 not be very deep in order to produce this impression. PRATT quotes one
 of his correspondents as follows: 'It is a singular feeling or sensation

 76) See The Book of the Hierotheos, p. II6 f.
 77) LEUBA, op. cit., p. 258.
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 which comes to me when I pray, that while I pray I feel my body is
 lifted up from the floor and I feel light and floating, so to speak in
 the air" 78). We have to note here the expressions "floating in space"
 and "floating in the air". Surely this impression of levitation was felt
 by another Syrian mystical writer, Isaac of Nineveh, who says: "Even
 when the mind is floating on its upper waters, without being able to
 make its impulses deep as the depth of the waters (so that it can see
 all the treasures in its abysses) - still meditation by its (power of)
 love, will have sufficient force to bind the thoughts firmly together
 with thoughts of ecstasy so that they are checked from thinking of and
 running after the nature of the body" 79).

 Perhaps we also have to interpret in this connection a saying of
 cAbdisoc Hazzaja's "In this condition you contemplate the cloud of
 the intelligible Cherubim, and you also hear their fine voices in which,
 as they increase in volume, your mind becomes silent and is swallowed
 up in the light of the high and sublime Theory, like fish in the sea. In
 this condition the mind is mingled with the divine visitation which
 works in it, and both of them become one, because the light of the
 mind is not distinguished from the sea in which it swims" 80). Evi-
 dently the same impression of "floating" is met with here, as the verb
 {seh)a" seems to denote. The contention that the Mind is filling every-
 thing above and below and is not limited by anything may perhaps
 receive further illustration as to its psychological explanation by an-
 other odd impression also felt in conditions similar to trance-conscious-

 ness. Sometimes in the drowsiness preceding ordinary sleep I can feel
 my limbs, especially my legs, elongate into infinity, and at the same
 time I have the feeling of being outside myself and looking at my
 body.

 "Few of the lesser trance-phenomena are more striking and incon-
 testably wholly physiological in origin than a peculiar appearance of
 light or brilliance which may be called photism. The word 'light' is
 frequently used by the mystics, but it is not always possible to know
 whether they use it in a symbolical or in a realistic sense. In a great

 78) LEUBA, op. cit., p. 258.
 79) WENSINCK, Mystical Treatises by Isaac of Niniveh, transl., Amsterdam

 1923, p. 3 f.

 80) Woodbrooke Studies VII, p. 171 f. Syr. text p. 278 b-279a. The ve r?JwS
 may be used of the birds "floating" in the air, Comp. Syr. Dict. s.v.
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 number of instances, however, the perceptual quality of the experience
 cannot de doubted" 81). Conceivably the same holds true of Stephen
 bar Sudaile. Let us quote some instances. Speaking of the ascent of
 the Mind, the author of the Book of the Holy Hierotheos says: "and
 it is transfigured in the sight of the angels that are in that place, as
 also Christ in the sight of the Disciples on the mountain. For, from
 their elevated and divine position they see that its face is ten thousand
 times more radiant than the sun, and its garments whiter than snow;
 . . and the light which is in that place appears as an inferior thing, in
 comparison with the more exceeding light. And now it becomes some-
 thing different, when its mortality is swallowed up in life, and its
 darkness in light (III : I, p. 64 f.). "A little further on it is said about
 the Mind: "and it rejoices also, highly and divinely, with the wonder-
 ful joy of its glorious light; and its rays are extended even to Abyss
 (ib. p. 67)" 82). When the Mind has advanced as far as the place of
 the West it is said: "and it will walk through that place from the East
 even to the West; and it will seem to them to be a kind of glorious
 and radiant Light, whose light exceeds all lights (IV: I, p. 99)". "And
 the divine Mind will no longer look upon that place as on a place of
 enemies, because now it receives that Light which has dawned upon it
 from itself (VIII: I, p. Ioo)".

 It seems to be a significant fact that reference is made in the last
 instance to the light which has dawned upon the Mind from within.
 The Light is going out and shining forth from itself. Further it is
 to be noted that the expression "mortality is swallowed up in life, and
 its darkness in light", is alluded to by another Syrian mystic when des-
 cribing mystical experiences. When writing "on the spiritual theory
 which during prayer draws the mind above the emotion of the senses
 and above the thoughts and the understanding of material things; and
 on the fiery impulse which tranforms the soul to its likeness, when-
 ever theory draws the mind to itself", he says: "whenever they draw
 nigh unto prayer and unto divine service in order to perform the spiri-
 tual priestly service in the inward holy of holies, a fiery impulse rises
 in their soul, which exhales sweet odour, the perfume of which is
 ineffable. When the soul which has been found worthy of it smells

 8I) LEUBA, op. cit., p. 255.
 82) "And all the region that is below the earth is then filled with the glorious

 and bright beans which shine forth from the divine Mind (IV: 9, p. Io2)."
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 it, it rises from mortality to life, leaves darkness for light, and draws
 nigh from ignorance to the knowledge of truth, from doubt to cer-
 tainty, from the vision of corporeal things to that of intelligible things,
 and from the perplexity of the distraction of this world to the cons-
 ciousness of the next world. The soul will also change the order of its
 nature to an image that is above its nature, and from being up till
 then possible in its thoughts it will through that fiery impulse draw
 nigh in these thoughts unto impassibility. The mind will also become
 intoxicated and enraptured, as with strong wine, in the vision of that
 fiery impulse through which it will undergo a change in the exquisite
 odour of that holy smell" 83).
 Here we get a detailed description of the ecstatic trance-conscious-

 ness containing among other characteristic expressions also photisms.
 But while the interest of the author is directed towards the psycholo-
 gical description of this condition, so that we may style him psycho-
 logical, Stephen bar Sudaile is altogether cosmological. All his inner
 experiences are clothed in the pittoresque language of oriental mytho-
 logoumena. Never-the-less on the point discussed, he seems to be
 rather explicit and from the comparison with the description given by
 'Abdi6s' Hazzaya we may safely conclude that Stephen when speaking
 of the light of the Mind is alluding to the wellknown photisms.
 7. In the highest stage, however, the Mind is elevated above vision

 itself, as in expressly stated by the mystic:
 For when the Mind is accounted worthy of these things, it will

 not see by vision or by "form"; and it will no longer ascend and
 descend, and will no more see above and below; for then, the
 shape of the world passes away; and it is no longer limited, but
 limits all.

 The book of the Holy Hierotheos, p. I07+

 The technical terms used in this passage are hezwd = vision, and
 dem-tdta = imagination, properly speaking the reflection in a mirror,
 and then the image created in that way, the imagination. If we try to
 make a distinction, proceeding from the usage attested to elsewhere,
 hezwa means "vision", i.e. a seeing, which as such possesses either
 hallucinatory or illusionary character, being dependent on a hallu-
 cination or an illusion. As the distinctive mark of hallucination we here

 83) Woodbrooke Studies VTT, p. 148 f.
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 accept the description of it as a purely subjective image, provided by
 the senses, without any concrete, exterior correspondence, whereas an
 illusion is a delusion of the senses, implying a wrong conception of a
 real thing or phenomenon.
 Thus the term hezwa =- vision includes what is generally called in

 the language of the mystics visiones exteriores, the visions that the
 mystics hold to belong to the external world 84.

 The term dema_ta = imagination, obviously ought to include the
 imaginations, i.e. what modern psychological technical language would
 call eidetic imagery 85). The mystics speak of visiones imaginativae
 (or imaginales) by which name they understand what is seen or heard
 to be the object of a clear imagination, but which is not interpreted as
 belonging to the external world.
 A third term is hezatd which is a perfect synonym of hezwd and

 therefore does not offer any special interest.

 On the other hand, of greater interest is the term, teorad (r.eiora)
 contemplation.
 With wondrous pomp, then, the divine Mind is exalted as far as

 to where it finds hezwa no more, and it also says "There is no hezza
 before my eyes" (Job IV I6, LXX, Peshitta), and it burns, holily and
 divinely, in spiritual contemplation, bcteorla derah, to come to the Tree
 of Life and be united with it.

 The Book of the Holy Hierotheos, p. 82 86)

 Above the stage where hezwa is found, the mystic acquires the teorid.
 If this statement is compared with a saying p. I07+, where hezwa
 and demfutd were spoken of as something experienced on the highest
 stage, it would seem to be a reasonable assumption that teoria as a
 visionary stage is also attained after the stage called demita.

 As contemplation teorid conceivably corresponds to the so-called
 visiones intellectuales where the object is said to be neither seen nor
 heard, but where on the other hand there is an intense feeling of a
 presence or a communication.

 84) For these visions cf. THOULESS, op. cit., p. 73 where the other categories
 are also enumerated.

 85) Concerning eidetic imagery cf. JAENSCH, E.R., Eidetic Imagery, London
 I930.

 86) The alternate transl. "appearance" offered in the text of the translation by
 MARSH must be rejected for reasons indicated in our discussion above.
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 If by "vision", hezwd, we understand exterior visions, what the
 western mystics call visiones corporales, then deanitda, "form", would
 be a rather adequate term for image-visions, such visions where the
 percipient has some image of what he sees (or hears) without ascri-
 bing to the phenomenon a real existence in the outside world 87). The
 modern term "image" may be said to correspond rather closely to the
 Syriac expression demuta, "form", "imagination". Already in a prepa--
 ratory stage the Mind is granted this contemplation during the as-
 cent88) (p. 39):

 Then those angels are moved to impart to the Mind a mystery of
 of spiritual contemplation, razd deteordi derih.

 It would seem then, that this term is not used as a strictly fixed
 technical term but that usage in this case is somewhat unsettled. But
 that teorid as compared to hezwa and demnta signifies the highest
 visionary stage under all circumstances would also seem to be clear
 from the following passage:

 But the Mind will not regard demntta, nor give heed to hezwa,
 when it is accounted worthy of this contemplation, teoria; and
 now it will begin by a new and holy brooding to create a New
 World; and will create a New Man in its own image without
 image and in its own likeness without likeness.

 The Book of the Holy Hierotheos, p. III+

 The expression "without image", dela salma, should be noted, for
 here it seems clear that teoria corresponds to intellectual vision. It is
 further characteristic of this the highest stage of visionary experience
 that the mystic when attaining to this stage is completely transformed
 and transfigured, as is explicitly stated in the quotation above. The
 transfiguration, this fusion into the Divine Power, would thus be ex-
 perienced in a psychic state where the object is neither seen nor heard,
 but most intensely felt as present.

 87) It was THOULESS who introduced the term imaginal vision, cf. op. cit.,
 p. 73 n. I.

 88) Certainly it cannot be mere coincidence when Plotin uses of contemplation,
 8tcopLo (!), oa, such images as presence, union, or touching, cf. ARNOU, Le
 desir de dicu dans la philosophic de Plotin, Paris I92I, p. 236; LINDQUIST, op. cit.,
 p. 184. The differentiation between subject and object is eliminated at this stage,
 cf. Stephen. As to the feeling of presence a detailed discussion is found in
 MARECHAL, ttudes sur la psychologic des Mystiques, I, 2. ed. Paris 1938,
 pp. 65-168. Unfortunately this discussion is on the whole much more scholastic-
 metaphysical than psychological, and for this reason leads nowhere.
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 If we examine Stephen's psychological type of inspiration it cannot
 be doubted that his inspiration is purely and exclusively visionary. The
 descriptions refer to visions all the time. Of course we come across
 utterances which are put into the mouth of the Mind, or we find
 sayings seemingly addressed to the Mind. But the character of these
 sayings is so literary that it isn't possible to ascribe an inspired quality
 to them. We are hardly entitled to assume that sayings, founded on
 a very far- fetched allegorical interpretation of the Scriptures, as they
 are found in the Book of the Holy Hierotheos, should be part of a
 material or auditory inspiration. In some instances it might be supposed
 that the apparently genuine auditory inspirations are added, as a later
 endeavour to prove the legitimacy of certain doubtless genuine visions
 by showing them to be absolutely in accordance with the Scriptures.

 In other instances, however, we may come across a phenomenon
 wellknown from elsewhere. In some cases we may presume that when it
 is said: "I heard", or something similar, a genuine experience under-
 lying such an expression is found i.e. a visual inspiration which, how-
 ever, when the inspirational experiences are written down, is commonly
 confused and given out as an auditory experience. On the whole we
 must look upon Stephen as a visionary of that well-known type who
 doesn't give any examples of sharply designed and plastically shaped
 visions but who in his visionary experiences sees everything rather as in
 a incoherent dream, with its half real, half unreal character, the basic
 tendency nevertheless being brought to a clear expression.

 8. We shall now give some rather extensive quotations from the
 Book of the Holy Hierotheos, showing how our mystic depicts the
 highest stage of the way to his goal - the union with the supreme
 Godhead.

 "And henceforth it abandons even the name of Christ; and having
 passed beyond speech and language, it is neither called nor named;
 since, now, in mystery, it attains to those things which are not (to be)
 reduced to speech: for it puts away the designation of distinction, and
 is no longer called 'Son' or 'Heir', and they will no longer say, 'This
 is my Son, my Beloved, in whom 1 am well-pleased; and neither, per-
 chance, will it now say, 'Father glorify thy Son, that thy Son may
 glorify thee'; since, now, the order of distinction in which (some) are
 glorifiers and (some) glorified, passes away, and so (the Mind) nei-
 ther loves nor desires to be brought near (p. 1I9 f.)".
 NUMEN, VIII I3
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 The author then passes on to a long dissertation on Love, an expo-
 sition of considerable value to our understanding of the highest mys-
 tical state.

 "For Love is the pure and holy communion which binds divinely,
 and wondrously encircles, that which loves Unification; but, for my
 own part, I know that those who are in this condition are also very
 far from Unification. For lo, the very name of Love is a sign of
 distinction, for Love is not established by one but by two, by the
 lover and by that which he loves; therefore, of necessity, this name
 of Love is of a certain distinction of two. If then we have demon-
 strated by sound argument that even love is a sign of distinction, let
 us, then, consider also those Minds which love, (and sex) what name
 is fitting for them. And we say that before we attain on this side of
 Unification (that name of Love) will be given to us, for it is the
 glorious title of Love.

 Do thou, then, my son, not only abide (not) with Love, but also
 also leave Affection, and pass beyond Unification, that thou mayest
 then rise, in glorious mystery, even above Love and Affection and
 Unification. And, for my own part, my son, neither do I glorify this,
 which is called Affection; in it I also se, something of distinction
 for he who has affection, must have affection for (something) other
 (than himself), and, of necessity, he who also receives affection must
 receive it from (something) other (than himself). Those Minds, there-
 fore, that have been accounted worthy of Perfection no longer have
 either affection or love; for they leave behind them every name that is
 used as distinct and indicating something, and now become nameless
 above name, and speechless above speech.

 For lo, the very name of Christ (Anointed) is a sign to us, as it
 were, of that - which anoints and him-who-is-anointed, for, of neces-
 sity, anointer and anointed were not one but two; but if there is (a
 stage) when the Mind will not be counted with the Good (as) two, it is
 necessary for us, therefore, to abandon also the name of Christ...
 For so long as distinction persists, all perfect and holy Minds are
 glorifiers and glorified; for they are glorified by men and angels and
 by the Essences that are above and that are below; and they them-
 selves glorify only the Good that is above them: but when distinction
 has been removed, they are glorified (only) and not glorifiers; for
 whom will they glorify? for lo, the Good is in them and they in it -
 if it is right to say 'in it' and 'in them'; for one now is the Nature and
 one the Person of them and of it - if it is right to say 'of them' and
 'of it' (p. II9 ff.)".

 From this demonstration of what Love necessarily implies the
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 author then proceeds to draw the conclusions which appear inevitable
 to him:

 "Let us then, for our part, my son, put away Unification and speak
 of Commingling, of which divine Minds also are accounted worthy at
 that time when they become 'above Unification'; and let us say what
 Commingling is, and what Unification (is), and whether (he who is)
 'Christ' and 'Son' and 'Beloved' is united or commingled. Now, for
 my own part, I know that Unification is very very close and near to
 that which is called 'Commingling'; that is to say, that something
 distinct appears in it, (though) not (as) a very distinct thing, for those
 who have been commingled, we may say, nothing distinct and different
 is known or seen. Therefore, we glorify 'Christ' and 'Son' and 'Off-
 spring', the designation of our Unification, but the name of Comming-
 ling is far more sublime and exceeding all the designations of Uni-
 fication. Now those who have been united may possible be separated,
 but those who have been commingled are no more torn asunder; and
 I myself know many Minds which after Unification have been cast
 away: therefore the designation of 'Commingling' is proper for Minds
 that have become 'above Unification'."

 "Just as at sunrise, some wall facing East may be found, and therein,
 in turn, may be many windows distinct from each other; in proportion
 to their multitude they also distribute they rays of the sun in separate
 beams, and the rays are numbered in proportion to the distinction of
 the windows. But if thou remove the Essence which causes distinctions,
 then all the separated rays are again converged in each other and in
 the Essence that produced them; and they are no longer numbered or
 recognised, each one of them in that distinction which it formerly pos-
 sessed, because now the cause that made distinction passes and is done
 away. Know, then, that if the rays were numbered ten, they were
 numbered in accordance with the number of the windows, and not
 according to the nature of the sun, for the nature of the sun is one;
 and if the rays (were) many, (they were) many in (exact) proportion
 to the number of the windows. But when the material body has been
 removed, distinction has been removed; and when distinction has been
 removed, that which was different and distinct returns to be one with
 its Essence . . . Just as the ray shining through the window is not a ray
 when it is commingled with its Essence, so the Mind is no longer the
 Mind when it is commingled with God (p. 126 f.)."

 "For, so long as the material exists, thou canst see a distinction of
 the rays; but when they have been commingled in their (own) Essence
 and have been mixed with the Universal Fire, thou canst no longer
 count one and two nor recognise the separate distinctions of the
 flames .. Neither, I take it, is the distinction of Minds known or
 counted when they are commingled with Good. For into the Fire is
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 absorbed again, that which, after separation, comes forth from it
 (p. I29)"

 From this symbol of the sun and the sunrays Stephen passes on to
 his chief subject, describing the last stage of the mystic's inner expe-
 rience:

 "For when the Mind is commingled with Good, that distinction
 which it formerly possessed is no longer known or seen: and, further,
 when there is in it (but) One, they are no longer counted as two; for
 the time is appointed and destined to be, when the number Two shall
 be no (more); for it is evident that whatsoever is divided, is divided
 from One, but if division be removed, of necessity All will become
 One (p. 130)".

 When examining these texts somewhat closer we find that the three
 last stages seem to be the following:

 Love (or Affection) hubbd (rehn"eta)
 Unification hadJiata

 Commingling hebikata

 Our mystic expressly states that whose who are in the stage of
 "Love" are far from the stage of "Unification". One must leave
 "Love" and "Affection". The Minds that have been accounted worthy
 of Perfection have no longer either affection or love, they become
 "nameless above name and speechless above speech". The stage of
 Unification seems to have left in it some of this feeling of love, be-
 cause it is said that it is necessary to abandon the name of Christ in
 order to attain the last goal. But this state where the Mind is possessed
 by the name of Christ is presumably connected with that when the
 Mind is still occupied with "Love" and "Affection". In short, the
 border between "Love" (Affection) and "Unification" seems to be
 quite vague and nebulous. The real distinction is between a state where
 the "distinction" between the Mind and Good still prevails, and the
 state where one cannot even speak of the Mind being in Good, and
 Good in it. At any rate the strongest reserve is expressed as to the
 justifiability of this mode of expression. The images of the sunrays
 and the sun, and the fire and the flames (p. 127) amply illustrate this
 last state. In this condition there is not Two but One. Even the name

 of Christ is abandoned. The mystic speaks of Commingling and not
 of Unification. His mode of expressing himself being extremely clear

 I96
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 on this point there seems to be no room for misinterpretation of his
 intentions. The last goal of the Mind is a state where every feeling of
 love or affection is abandoned, it is speechless above speech, it is "com-
 mingling" not "unification". The proposition maintained by the author
 of the Book of Hierotheos is extremely interesting, because it faces us
 with one much-discussed problem viz. that of "the loss of personality
 in the crowning phase of the mystic life" to quote PRATT 89). As
 DELACROIX puts it: "Les caracteres essentiels de cet etat sont:

 i? L'abolition de la conscience personelle, et la substition au moi
 habituel d'une personnalite plus ample qui le deborde et l'excede.
 Auparavant il y avait distinction, opposition du moi et de Dieu: cette
 opposition cesse par l'abolition du moi envahi par Dieu. Auparavan[
 l'ame possedait Dieu dans certains etats. maintenant elle est possedee
 tout entiere et toujours Dieu agit et opere en elle. 90).

 He gives some very expressive quotations from Me Guyon from
 which I cite the following:

 "Cette ame per l'humain pour se perdre dans le divin, qui devient
 son etre et sa subsistance... Elle ne vit plus, n'opere plus par elle-
 meme, mais Dieu vit,, agit et opere (Disc., II 230)".

 "Cette vie divine devient toute naturelle a 'Fame. Comme l'ame ne
 sent plus, ne se voit plus, ne se connait plus, elle ne voit rien de Dieu,
 n'en comprend rien, n'en distingue rien. Il n'y a plus d'amour, de
 lumiere, ni de connaissances. Dieu ne lui parait plus, comme autrefois,
 quelque chose de distinct d'elle: mais elle ne sait plus rien, sinon que
 Dieu est, et qu'elle n'est plus, ne subsiste et ne vit plus qu'en lui (Disc.,
 II 232)".

 "Ici Dieu ne peut etre goiute, senti, vu, etant plus nous-memes, non
 distinct de nous (Disc. II 235)".

 One fact especially seems to deserve attention in this description of
 the highest state. Me Guyon strongly emphasizes the fact that there is
 no distinction felt between the soul and God. This is exactly the same
 coincidence on this point is as perfect as could be wished for. Again
 and again he directs the reader's attention to the fact that there is no
 "distinction" in the "Commingling" between the Mind and Good. The

 89) PRATT, The religious consciousness, New York I934, p. 436.
 90) DELACROIX, op. cit., p. 142.
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 coincidence on this point is as perfect as could be wished for. Another
 little detail is also worth quoting. Me Guyon says that in this phase
 "il n'y a plus d'amour". In the same way our mystic says "those Minds,
 therefore, that have been accounted worthy of Perfection no longer
 have either affection or love." In the highest mystical state of Stephen's
 there would accordingly seem to be no colouring whatsoever.

 Thus I think we have made it probable that the author of the Book
 of Hierotheos describes this ultimate goal in terms strongly reminiscent
 of a certain type of mystic. As PRATT says: "The intense conviction
 which all the mystics share, that at times man can come into touch with
 God, tends to bring many to the conclusion that in this communion the
 human self is lost or dissolved in the divine." 91) He cites a significa-
 tive utterance of Tauler, who, referring to the human soul says: "The
 created abyss leads into the Uncreated Abyss, and the two abysses be-
 come a single unit, an unmixed, divine Being. The human spirit loses
 itself in the Spirit of God, it is plunged in the Bottomless Sea." 92)

 PRATT points to the fact that there is a definite type of mysticism
 which RIBOT has designated as "Quietist" 93) "which certainly tends
 to inhibit the impulse for self-preservation and to produce a longing
 for the obliteration of the self." Besides RIBOT this type of mysticism
 has been the special object of a careful study by MURISIER who how-
 ever generalizes too much, in so far as he thinks that his analysis
 covers the whole field of mysticism 94). That this is not the case has
 been pointed out with much clearness by PRATT in his usual sound
 manner 95).

 91) PRATT, op. cit., p. 470.
 92) ib. p. 470 quoted from PREGER, Geschichte der deutschen Mystik Vol. III

 P. 219.

 93) Revue Philos. 1915, PP. 440-54.
 94) Les Maladies du Sentiment Religieux, p....
 95) PRATT, op. cit., p. 470 f.

 ABBREVIATIONS

 CSCO - Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium
 KA -- Kyrkohistorisk Arsskrift
 SBWA- Sitzungsberichte d. K. Akademie, Wien, phil. hist. K1.
 Additional note concerning the notion of teo6ra. That notion should be com-

 pared with that Juan de la Cruz has to say in his Obras, Toledo 1912, II, p. 534
 on his experience of totality.
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